REPOINTING GFX GUIDE
SMILE 1.32 or 2.00
written by squishy_ichigo

Things you need before you get started:  	-SMILE 1.32 or 2.00
					-A hex editor (I use HxD)
					-A headerless ROM (Headers are evil!)
					-Know how to count in hexidecimal.  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F

Just like alot of stuff in hex editing, repointing GFX is alittle challenging the first time, but after a while you get the hang of it.  This is a step-by-step guide of how to repoint GFX.  Some SMILE Version differences are explained early on, but the rest is the same for both versions.  Good luck, I hope to see you at the bottom of this guide!

(instructions for locating features) [example]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SMILE 1.32
So lets get started.  [Ex. Open up a clean ROM and goto the first room, 791F8)  First off we're going to need to turn on Pointer Pop-Ups.  (ADD Help -> Pointer Pop-Ups)  Pointer Pop-Ups will allow us to see where our GFX pointers are being saved.  Next we open up the Graphics Editor.  (Tools -> Graphics Editor)

Now to see where the pointers are being saved we need to save some pointers. To do that we'll need to "Make scenery GFX file".  Next we'll save this file we just ripped to the ROM with “Save scenery GFX to ROM”.  The pop-up screen will show us three ROM addresses.  The addresses point as follows: 1st # = Tables, 2 # = Tiles, 3 # = Palletes.  You'll want to jot down these TILESET addresses you get.  [Ex. Table = $7E6A2, Tiles = $7E6A5, Pallete = $7E6A8]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SMILE 2.00
So lets get started.  [Ex. Open up a clean ROM and goto the first room, 791F8) First we open up the Graphics Editor.  (Tools -> Graphics Editor)  Click "Show Scenery Pointers" and a window will pop-up.  This window shows you the ROM addresses for where the pointers are stored followed by the pointers themselves.  For now we will only worry about the first address.  You'll want to jot down these TILESET addresses you get. [Ex. Table = $7E6A2, Tiles = $7E6A5, Pallete = $7E6A8]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Table data is the 16x16 tiles you use to create rooms with.  Tile data is the 8x8 tiles you MAKE tables with.  Pallete data is the colors that the Table uses.

Notice that the addresses are VERY close to each other.  Each tileset address is only 3 bytes long, which happen to form a pointer.  Now we open up our Hex Editor and use the "GOTO" feature to goto the first tileset address we got. [Ex. $7E6A2]  The first 3 bytes after the cursor are the pointer to the Table data, the next three point to tile data, and the next three to Pallete Data.  The next three after that will be the next tilesets table data pointer, then the tile data pointer and so on.  So lets do the table data pointer first.  [Ex. F6 B6 C1]

To find out where these values point to we have to do alittle bit of work.  First we need to reverse the bytes.  [Ex. F6 B6 C1 -> C1 B6 F6]  Then we have to convert these pointers to something we can actually use.  Jot down these values, and open back up SMILE.  Open up the Pointers menu (Edit -> Pointers) and type the values into the box at the bottom of the screen.  $__ ____.  [Ex. $C1 B6F6]  At the top of the Pointers Window you'll see some values.  The first number is the ROM addresses for these pointers. [Ex. 20B6F6 | 20B8F6]  

Jot these down as well and open back up your Hex Editor.  "GOTO" the address you got from SMILE [Ex. $20B6F6] and you'll see alot of data.  This is the table data pointer.  But what does this matter at all?  Aren't we re-pointer the data anyways?  Well, to get GFX repointed correctly, you have to copy and paste a working peice of GFX data.  Pretty lame huh?  But how do we know where this table data ends?  Conveintly the table data for ALL the tilesets is right next to each other, meaning that where the next tilesets Table Data starts, is where this one ends.  So to figure out where the next tilesets data starts we need to get another pointer.

Now to do the next step, you'll have to learn alittle about how tilesets are stored in the original Super Metroid.  Tileset 1 and 2 use the EXACT same table and tile data pointers but have different pallete pointers.  3 and 4 work the same way, and etc.  So to get the next table pointer we need to open the next GROUP tileset. [Ex. Change the Graphic Set from 1 to 3]

There are a few ways to get these next table pointers.  You can do the steps again from the beginning only using the tileset group after the one you want to edit, or you can go back to the first tileset address we got. [Ex. $7E6A2]  If you use the latter method, you'll skip to the next tilesets.  Since each tileset uses three groups of pointers each being 3 bytes long, you can skip ahead by 9 bytes to get to the next tileset.  [Ex. $7E6AB is Tileset 2, and $7E6B4 is Tileset 3]  Re-do the previous steps to get the next table pointer. [Ex. $7E6B4 = EE BE C1.  Bytes Reversed = C1 BE EE.  Address Becomes = $20BEEE)

So the data between two addresss you got is the tilesets table data.  [Ex. From $20B6F6 to $20BEEE is the 1st Tilesets Table Data]  You'll want to highlight ALL of the values between the two address then "right-click" and "copy".  [Ex. Highlight everything from $20B6F6 to $20BEED]  Congrats!  You've successfully copied some table data!  Now we get to do the repointing part!

Now to do the next step, you'll have to know what Free Space looks like.  Free Space in the ROM looks like FF FF FF FF FF FF FF etc.  The more FFs the more Free Space you have.  With GFX pointers, you can point to ANYWHERE in the ROM.  I would suggest adding to the end of the ROM because you don't have to worry about overwriting stuff.  Free Space at the end of the ROM starts at $2FD4E0.

Goto some free space in the ROM.  [Ex. "GOTO" $2FD4E0 in your hex editor]  Next you'll want to jot down where your going to copy your table data to.  [Ex. $2FD4E0]  Next you get to "Paste Write" the data in.  [Ex. "Paste Write" at the address $2FD4E0] DO NOT PASTE INSERT!  The ROM must be in multiples of 8000 bytes, and paste inserting will change the size of the ROM.  Why does it have to be in multiples of 8000?  I'm not getting into that here, but if you want to find out, go to romhacking.net, you'll find some documents on ROM hacking there that will explain it.  (It has to do with banks)

So we have successfully copied the table data!  Good Job!  But now we have to change the pointer so the ROM can find this new table data.  Go back to the first tileset address you got. [Ex. $7E6A2]  Remeber how the 3 bytes formed a pointer to the table data?  Well. now we have to make a pointer to our new table data.  We have to convert the new table data address to a pointer, so open back up SMILE, and goto the pointer window again (Edit -> Pointers).
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BANKS
To do this next step, you have to know how banks work.  A bank is 8000 bytes.  Banks start at $80 and goto $DF in Super Metroid without Expanding the ROM.  You can have banks go all the way up to $FF.  So, the first bank $80 is the ROM address $000000, $81 is $008000, $82 is $010000, and so on.  Here is a quick reference:

$80 = $000000   $81 = $008000    $82 = $010000   $83 = $018000   $84 = $020000   $85 = $028000   $86 = $030000   $87 = $038000   
$88 = $040000   $89 = $048000    $8A = $050000   $8B = $058000  $8C = $060000   $8D = $068000  $8E = $070000  $8F = $078000
 
$80 = $000000   $90 = $080000   $A0 = $100000   $B0 = $180000   $C0 = $200000   $D0 = $280000  $E0 = #300000   $F0 = $380000

If you can't figure out how banks work from this chart then you'll be having a hard time from here on in.  Lets look back at our previous example.  [Ex. C1 B6 F6 = $20B6F6]  $C1 = $208000.  Now we look at our new table data pointer example.  [Ex. $2FD4E0]  Looking at the chart, we can see that $2FD4E0 is between $D0 and $E0.  Since banks count in 8000, our example is really close to $E0, making the bank $DF.  Now lets check our work.  Type $DF into the box in the "pointer window" in SMILE.  You'll get $2F8000.  Thats the right bank alright!

Now we look at the next two bytes, D4E0.  All pointers have to be over 8000 bytes or it will not point correctly.  Why?  Not going to explain that either.  But what if its not over 8000?  [Ex. 03BA]  well, if its under 8000, you just add 8000 to it!  [Ex. 03BA + 8000 = 83BA]  D4E0 is already over 8000, so its good to go!  Type D4E0 in the rest of the "pointer window" and the window will tell you 2FD4E0!  Yippie!  So the pointer for our example is DF D4 E0.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
So once you get your table data pointer, use SMILE's "pointer window" to check your work before you continue on.  Is it correct?  Good!  Back to the Hex Editor, which should be at the first tileset address. [Ex. 7E6A2]  Highlight the first three bytes. [Ex. F6 B6 C1]  BUT WAIT!  Remember how the pointers were reversed?  Well, you have to reverse your new pointer to!  [Ex. DF D4 E0 = E0 D4 DF]  And now you've got your tileset table repointed!  

Now you have to repoint the tile data.  Follow the same steps as with the table data repointing, this time using the SECOND tileset address. [Ex. 7A6A5]
Repointing the Pallete data is optional, but is done the same way, this is the THIRD tileset address. [Ex. 7A6AB]

Don't forget to expand your ROM or you'll quickly run out of space!  (Tools -> Expand ROM)  This will add another Bank onto the end of the ROM.  The new Banks start at $E0.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Repointing GFX pointers is ALOT of work, but it pays off in the end!
Thanks for using this guide, and pass it on to anyone who needs help with repointing GFX pointers.

